
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, May 23, 2008 6:46 PM PT 

To: Rick Brooks - Wall Street Journal 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 'David.Enrich@wsj.com'; jackiedowns@gmail.com; Author-

Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles 

Engelhard's estate; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel 

[DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - 
Rapaport Report; Leon Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard 

University Law School; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-

Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Jeffrey 

R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / 

Investigative Correspondent And Host - WCBS-TV ; Deborah "Aggressive-Billions 

Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; 'dee@attorneyplacement.com'; Mossad; Roger W. 
Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China 

Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David 

Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Valerie 

Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; Mary Valder - Trilateral 

Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III 
Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; United 

States Justice Department; US Navy Vice Admiral John Stufflebeem; 

jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential 

candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Sarah Sim - Prince 

News, Princeton University; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard 
C. Levin, President Yale University; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; 

Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; President@whitehouse.gov; Ron 

Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Fred Deluca - Founder-co-

owner Subway; Fred D’Ambrosi – News Director KFMB TV - CBS; E. Trimble - 

President of KFMB TV; earlyshow@cbs.com; sundays@cbsnews.com; 

TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Rush Limbaugh 
Subject: Israelis Almost Took Out Tony Blair's Jet - Indeed I am impressed - From 

the earliest days of 1949 she [Zena] visited Israel two and three times a year, 

writing reports for different publications. 

 

Mr. Brooks, earlier, before speaking last with my beautiful mind, beautiful face, 

most beyond belief beautifully bodied French-Canadian wife who I haven’t seen in 

24 hours, I posted up on ABCNEWS.com the following two, almost identical posts, 

but different enough to make a difference, since I was having difficulty recalling my 

different user names and passwords. 

 

Why doesn’t Tony Blair ask Israel where the Mossad get its much 

"needed funds" given how the Mossad never pay for either their 

weapon systems or their own intelligence unless it is part of a "set 

up”. This is all explained better at www.just3ants.com.  

Gary S. Gevisser 5:43 PM [Eastern Standard Time] 

http://www.just3ants.com/


 

What prevents Tony Blair from asking the Mossad, Israel's 

intelligence institute why it hasn’t for a quite a while now needed 

"much-needed funds" to pay for its weapons systems as well as it 

"own" intelligence. See www.just3ants.com for more details or 

simply email me gevisser@sbcglobal.net  

Gary S. Gevisser 5:45 PM [EST] 
 

The next post was the following, and no, it didn’t belong to me. 

 

OOPS!!!! 

dr_dredd01 5:49 PM [EST] 
 

This not so little incident that received the headline, Israelis Almost Took Out Tony 

Blair's Jet, followed by the subheadline, 

Israeli Air Force Minutes Away From Shooting Down Tony Blair's Private 

Jet, made mention that this former crooked lawyer Prime Minister of Great Britain 

was on his way from Egypt that sits on the north eastern edge of the African 

Continent to Israel, for the special economic conference in Bethlehem which, again 

according to ABC NEWS, where most Americans not having heard about 

just3ants.com still get their news,  

 

“has been convened to raise much-needed funds for the Palestinian 

Authority, and to stimulate an economic recovery in the hope that it will 

encourage Palestinians to support the current U.S.-backed peace process 

with Israel.”  

 

Allow me to first add that there has never been a Prime Minister of Great Britain or 

President of the United States that has ever commented on the diabolically cruel 

and treacherous arms embargo placed on the State of Israel by the two 

superpowers, both prior to and immediately following the Holocaust of World Oil 

War II that wiped out the very best of the best Jewish people, along with most, if 

not all of the most powerful independent thinking Gentiles at the time, the 

exceptions being no more than two handfuls of people, made up of both Jewish 

people and Gentiles, who didn’t feel the need to write a book, or write a letter or 

even talk to a single reporter since it was quite obvious to people like Field Marshall 

Jan Smuts, the greatest friend the Jewish people have ever had since the time of 

http://www.just3ants.com/
mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net
http://abcnews.go.com/International/story?id=4917534&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/International/story?id=4917534&page=1
http://abcnews.go.com/International/story?id=4917534&page=1


Jesus Christ, and David Ben Gurion who were communicating with each other 

through their most trusted emissaries going back and forth between London, 

England and Tel-Aviv, Israel where the Mossad had its headquarters, that in fact it 

was the De Beers Nazis who won World Oil War I and II. 

 

Allow me to further add that Mr. Blair who, we should all now view from this 

moment going forward until such time as we meet up naked once again with our 

Maker, even when wearing a suit and tie to be nothing more than an “Emperor 

Without Clothes”, being led by his equally naked wife walking around a pool area, 

totally naked from the waist down and from the waste up just a blank rectangle 

spot like the one below 



 

showing the body of the most beautiful woman I have ever seen clothed or in the 

flesh, has yet to comment either on the Pope’s culpability in the wholesale 

slaughter of 6 million of my Jewish brothers and sisters all the while making such a 

big deal about revealing one’s naked body other than those who are fatsos simply 

don’t want to show off what fricken gluttons they are, or for that matter the 

implications of De Beers, who back all sides to every conflict having infiltrated the 

highest levels of British Intelligence well prior to the outbreak of World Oil War II, 

which does more than bring a frown to the faces of people like my amazing fighter-

bomber-pilot father who during his 71 odd miraculous missions dive-bombing the 



crap out of the De Beers Nazi bastards would have also killed innocent civilian 

hostages as well as “friendly” ground troops.  

 

Right now you have surely stopped thinking about how you are going to explain to 

all those receiving a copy of this communication, some 100,000 in the blind copied 
section, why you weren’t able to figure out on your own why you, someone who 

you considered “intelligent”, hadn’t thought of such a very obvious “terrorist plot” 

yourself which is rather obvious; i.e. first nature, to all of us "intelligence trained", 

instead thinking of explaining how you had an emergency and had to go offline, for 

how long you think? 
 

Allowing you to transition, with great difficulty thinking how much better it is to see 

a photo of the most beautiful naked female body that can you believe it is today, 

some 10 years after that photo was taken, even better as hard as it is to believe 

and were my F-C wife to retain a divorce lawyer you would agree to support me in 

my right to a fair trial to have the court order her to pose nude again on that very 
same rock on Black Beach, La Jolla, California, below are two transcripts of two 

phone conversations involving FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson and a colleague 

of mine, Adam L. Tucker who was first visited at his home in Solana Beach by Mr. 

Thomerson who simply left his calling card: 

 

FBI INVESTIGATION OF ISRAELI MILITARY INTELLIGENCE REPORT 

 

   

 

  

 
 



  

UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT OF FBI CONVERSATION 

  

Call received April 29, 2008 3:38PM PST duration 26 minutes 52 seconds 

  
Curran Thomerson      I’m contacting you with regards to a message that was posted on a 

Chevron Message board back in January. 

Adam Tucker               Yes. 

Curran Thomerson:     Do you know what I am talking about? 

Adam Tucker               Yes. 
Curran Thomerson      You know we get a lot people posting stuff that hear about or 

speculations. Would you say the information is credible? 

Adam Tucker               Yes, very Credible. 

Curran Thomerson      Why did you post on Chevron yahoo message board? 

Adam Tucker               I was wanting to share the information. I thought it would be relevant since it was 
an oil company. 

Curran Thomerson      Where did you get the information? 

Adam Tucker               From a colleague. 

Curran Thomerson      Did you think to share this information with us? 

Adam Tucker               I believe my colleague did. 

Curran Thomerson      When did your colleague share this information with you? 
Adam Tucker               My colleague began broadcasting it in August 2007. 

Curran Thomerson      Why did you wait until January to share the information? 

Adam Tucker               I believe my colleague shared the information with the FBI back in August of 2007. 

Curran Thomerson      So he did attempt to share this information with us? 

Adam Tucker               Yes 
Curran Thomerson      What is your involvement with this plot? 

Adam Tucker               I am just sharing the information 

Curran Thomerson      What do you do for a living? 

Adam Tucker               I have been unemployed since February. 

Curran Thomerson      What did you do for a living? 
Adam Tucker               I had a construction company until late last year and then began doing reserve 

studies in December and then was laid off in February. 

Curran Thomerson      How credible is your colleague 

Adam Tucker               Very Credible 

Curran Thomerson      How did your colleague get this information? 

Adam Tucker               Israeli military intelligence and Mossad and it has been addressed to IMI and 
Mossad and they have not refuted it. 

Curran Thomerson      Is your colleague a member of Israeli Military Intelligence or Mossad? 

Adam Tucker               No, he maintains that he is neither an official or unofficial member of any Israeli 

Intelligence gathering agency. But he is Israeli Special Forces trained. Mossad also 

informed the FBI one month prior to 9/11. 
Curran Thomerson      Can I ask your colleagues name? 

Adam Tucker               Gary S. Gevisser, I believe you already have a file on him. 

Curran Thomerson      What does Gary do for a living? 

Adam Tucker               I don’t believe he works. 

Curran Thomerson      So, is he still a member of Special Forces? 
Adam Tucker               No, I don’t believe he was ever member, I just know that he was Israeli Special 



Forces trained. 

Adam Tucker               I thought you were contacting me about money laundering that occurred with in my 

family. 
Curran Thomerson      No, I know nothing about that. 

Adam Tucker               Well I would like to share this information with you. 

Curran Thomerson      We can get to that when we are finished. 

Adam Tucker               Can I get your email address? 

Curran Thomerson      No, I don’t give that out.  
Adam Tucker               You can actually find out more information about Gary by contacting a lawyer 

named Jeffery Krinsk.  

Curran Thomerson      What is thier relation? 

Adam Tucker               I believe they worked together on projects in the past 

Curran Thomerson      What type of projects? 

Adam Tucker               I know of one cases that worked together on was against Revlon and Ronald 
Perlman. Jeffrey knows a lot about Gary. Would you like his telephone number? 

Curran Thomerson      Yes 

Adam Tucker               Hold on one second let me get his number from my phone… 619 238 1333. 

Adam Tucker               What did you think of the information posted on the message board? 

Curran Thomerson      To tell you the truth I am having trouble locating it. 
Adam Tucker               You can find it on the homepage of just3ants.com. And you will also find an analysis 

of the IMI report there as well. 

Curran Thomerson      So is this your website? 

Adam Tucker               It is our website. 

Curran Thomerson      What is the website about? 
Adam Tucker               Sharing knowledge and the truth. We are completely transparent. 

Curran Thomerson      What is your involvement? 

Adam Tucker               I just help share his story because of my computer background. 

Curran Thomerson      Do you work for Gary? 

Adam Tucker               No. I did some consulting work for him in 2001. 

Curran Thomerson      What type of work? 
Adam Tucker               Computer work. 

Curran Thomerson      So what, like you helped him with programs and web development? 

Adam Tucker               Yes, and I was paid at that time, but I have not been paid by him in many years. 

Curran Thomerson      Are you involved with any other websites or know of any terrorist website 

that might have information about this plot? 
Adam Tucker               No, I have tried to find sites to share this information but, no. 

Adam Tucker               Can I get your email address? 

Curran Thomerson      No, I don’t give that out. 

Adam Tucker               Not even a work address?   

Curran Thomerson      Why do you want my email address? 
Adam Tucker               Incase I have more information to share with you. 

Curran Thomerson      Do you think you have any more information to share? 

Adam Tucker               No, everything I know is on the website. We are completely transparent. 

Curran Thomerson      Ok, Adam, thank you for your help… 

Adam Tucker               I would like to discuss the money laundering in my family; they are very 
dangerous. 

Curran Thomerson      Ok, tell what you know. 

Adam Tucker               In November of last year I emailed my family and I believe I CCed the sheriff and 



FBI, and in the email I explained how my uncle laundered money through his business. 

Within a day or two after, I got an email from my ex-wife telling me that my family was 

trying to get me arrested. I found out that my mother had contacted my ex-wife whom she 
never spoke with and later my mom emailed me to incriminate me by asking me what I 

wanted. In the late 1980’s my uncle and his partner had a silent South African partner that 

provided them with $2 million dollars in seed capital to start their plastic bag company. 

Curran Thomerson      So this is your uncle. 

Adam Tucker               Yes 
Curran Thomerson      So, wait, that was a lot of information can you run that by me once again. 

Adam Tucker               Yes, I was a kid at the time and all I knew of it were trips that were made to South 

Africa and the souvenirs that they brought back which made it seem like a vacation. When 

I was older I found out that my uncle’s partner Albert Halimi contacted family members in 

Iran that put them in contact with a man in South African that wanted to get money out of 

the country. And most likely used diamonds. My uncle told me that a suitcase arrived one 
day with $2 million dollars and there was no official contract so if he wanted to, he could 

have screwed the guy. But I know they paid him back and then some. 

Curran Thomerson      Can you spell their names? 

Adam Tucker               Pete Grande and Albert Halimi 

Curran Thomerson      So he contacted people in Iran? 
Adam Tucker               Yes, he has family in Iran. 

Curran Thomerson      Do you know the name of the South African man? 

Adam Tucker               No. 

Curran Thomerson      So this guy wanted to get money out of South Africa? 

Adam Tucker               Yes. And my uncle and his partner needed the start up money since both of them 
had already mortgaged their properties and still needed more money. Can I get your email 

address?  

Curran Thomerson      Well, thank you for your help. We will contact you if have any further 

questions. 

Adam Tucker               You are welcome. Thank you. 

  
  

Call placed to Curran April 29, 2008 4:12pm PST duration 3 minutes 23 seconds 

  

Adam Tucker               Curran, hi this is Adam again. 

Curran Thomerson      Oh, hey, what’s up? 
Adam Tucker               I wanted to find out if Gary was being investigated for indictment 

Curran Thomerson      Oh, I can’t tell that information. If I did tell you that I would break just 

about every law in the book. 

Adam Tucker               What about my family? You didn’t seem that interested in hearing about them. 

Curran Thomerson      It’s not that I am not interested; it just falls under the jurisdiction of 
another office. I will forward the information to them.  

Adam Tucker               What about Robert Hansen? 

Curran Thomerson      What about Robert Hansen?  

Adam Tucker               He got off because he got paid in diamonds. 

Curran Thomerson      What do you mean conflict diamonds? 
Adam Tucker               Not necessarily conflict diamonds, just diamond currency. They are light weight, 

unregulated, untraceable, and fit nicely in diplomatic pouches. That’s why Jonathan Pollard 

got caught; he didn’t get paid in diamonds. 



Curran Thomerson      Yeah that is how they got him. How did you know that Robert Hansen was 

paid in diamonds? 

Adam Tucker               I read it somewhere. 
Curran Thomerson      Ok, well, I'll let you know if I need any more information from you. 

Adam Tucker               Ok, thank you. Bye. 

 

There is a reason Mr. Ron Bellows, a senior Risk Management specialist for AIG 
[American International Group] wrote me, “Indeed I am impressed” on July 27th, 

2004, some 106 days before I broke on November 11th, my 24-year “deafening 

silence” with the De Beers Anglo American Cartel, having most carefully “lined up 

my ducks” 

 
Not to mention I also have on video this duck photo below 

 
my French-Canadian wife took in China during our 24 day “fact finding mission” in 

the summer of 2006 when you will recall some 100 Hezbollah Special Op 

Commandos, broken in to groups of approximately 10, while holding off the brutal 

Israel Army, simply text messaging one another, fired the most unsophisticated 
missiles in to Israel, causing the evacuation of Haifa where my paternal 

grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser once owned priceless beach-harbor properties, 

first purchased in the 1920s, before being handed over to the Mossad around the 

time my highly secretive, “born to perform” Royal Mater-Mother when still age 19, 

and less than 3 months married to my “big catch” Jewish Fighter-Bomber-Pilot 

father,  
 

“From the earliest days of 1949 she [Zena] visited Israel two and 

three times a years, writing reports for different publications”. 

 

http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/defau
lt.shtml 

 

And Haifa you would also know houses the 3rd largest population in all Israel, some 

300,000 residents, approximately 7% of Israel’s entire population, the equivalent of 

some 21 million of US Americans having to forcibly evacuate. 
 

Not to mention you also understand perfectly well that such Special Op Commandos 

who today mimic very brilliantly the best of the best of Israeli Special Forces 

http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml
http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml


commandos, fading in and out of the land-seascape, would not have needed to use 

even a plastic fork, let alone cumbersome box cutters to take control of a 

passenger airline, simply in a split second break the neck of steward and/or 
stewardess, dump their body in the first class toilet, and in single file without any 

commotion have each of the passengers come and look for themselves. 

 

When I mean business, I mean business-personal. 

 
By now you have easily begun to get your arms around The Diamond Invention, a 

non-fiction most fascinating novel describing both the extraordinary arrogance and 

devious nature of the DAAC, the mafia of mafia; starting with Chapter 9, 

DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, although you would know, in part because I am telling you 

so, to pay most attention to the subheading, THE SECRET WAR REPORT OF THE 

OSS which meant that before it became a fricken “report” such information was 
known to at least one person and that person writing the report knew that it was 

just a matter of time before the enemy; i.e. De Beers would get their hands on that 

same fricken report which they had authorized. 

 

Now when you hear screaming protestors barging into hearings where there are TV 
crews and lots of cameras, you cannot be certain whether in fact they are simply 

acting demented. 

 

You have also heard people like former US Justice Department prosecutor, John 

Loftus Esq. talk about how certain Jewish people like the filthy rich French 
Rothschilds “lost everything” in the Holocaust but Mr. Loftus who is not Jewish, 

refuses to examine the pivotal role played by the Rothschilds in the Diamond 

Invention, so very well documented by the De Beers controlled US Justice 

Department and released to the public under the Freedom of Information Act that 

makes a total mockery of each and every law on the books beginning with the 

utterly nonsense Freedom of Information Act, followed closely behind by our so 
“sacrosanct” Anti-Trust/Anti-Price Fixing/Anti-Competition/Anti-Monopolies laws. 

 

And nor have the Rothschilds and all their succulents such as Jewish South African 

Dr. Jonathan “Trouble Bubble” Beare seen fit to comment about this so very easy to 

understand internet only novel which was written for the single purpose of letting 
all the world’s “smart money” people know that if they were to dare even begin to 

take on this special interest of special interest group in a “meaningful” manner it 

would mean the end of their “gravy train” and worse, in short order they and their 

family members such as my close friend Derrick Beare who has never felt what it 

means to go hungry or thirsty, would find themselves in the “poor house” without a 
friend in sight. 



 
Remember I have had a lot of time to think a number of important things through, 

going back well before I walked into the office of Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc. in 

early spring of 1980 for the very first time, never had anything close to a “job 
interview” apart from first meeting in San Francisco with a group of De Beers’ 

lawyers who weren’t going to argue with a “letter of introduction” that had my 

mother’s handprint all over it  

 
while signed by my uncle David Gevisser, the American figurehead of the De Beers-

Anglo American Cartel following my uncle Dave becoming in March 1971 the 
executor of the estate of American Charles Engelhard, the “control person” of the 

DAAC, and this very senior price fixing official of the DAAC as well as his partner at 

the time, Alan Lipworth, a very close relation of my uncle David Gevisser who again 

was the executor of the estate of the virulent anti-Semitic American Charles 

Engelhard, asked me whether I wanted my Codiam paycheck paid by check or in 

“latkes”. 
 

Cash armored trucks increasingly look funny to you? 

 

Less funny when you start putting together for yourself all the evidence of 

wrongdoing by the US Government that looks increasingly like it should be the 
target of a RICO investigation although Article II of the Constitution will be suffice, 

that has your mind turning just very quickly to why the US Government failed to 

inform the Israeli Government that its most advanced spy ship, the USS Liberty, 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/THE%20FINGERS%20OF%20MY%20HAND.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/THE%20FINGERS%20OF%20MY%20HAND.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/THE%20FINGERS%20OF%20MY%20HAND.htm
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/gpurkiss-playball.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racketeer_Influenced_and_Corrupt_Organizations_Act


would be sent in “harms way” resulting in the Israel Defense Force on June 8th, 

1967, two days into the 6 Day Arab-Israeli War, deciding to unleash the most 

extraordinary attack on a totally defenseless vessel which was Israel’s way of 
simply saying without sending any letters or having their Ambassadors raise their 

voices, “DON’T FUCK WITH THE JEWS”! 

 

Some 11 odd years prior to crooked Jewish person Stephen Cohen making “no 

bones” about the need for me to pass the “standard operating procedure” ritual 
that has been going on at the highest levels of DAAC socio economic pyramid, from 

the moment individuals began to be taxed on their earnings, and simply take the 

cash which I don’t once recall ever doing which might have been my first “re RE” 

[sic], the DAAC had forcibly taken over my father and his father’s highly visible 

international trading conglomerate, the public corporation, Moshal Gevisser Group 

of Companies, and from 1969 my very brilliant business person and most honest, 
most proud, most humble father with the most incredibly good name, battled to 

make a living; moreover, was shunned by the filthy rich Durban South African 

Jewish community who derived great satisfaction from seeing this war hero who 

married the “fairest lady in the land”, go from one job to the next, all “courtesy” of 

the “good graces” of his so ugly, so fricken stupid first cousin David Gevisser; 
bearing in mind once getting one’s arms around the situation, it was rather funny to 

see these so non-athletic “fat cats” getting fatter and fatter, getting it less and less 

from either fat as pigs or skinny as rake wives who were all “getting it” on the side, 

all of these scoundrels thinking they were going to get away with their misdeeds. 

 
Yes, the stupid people are the ones who thought they were going to get away with 

their nonsense. 

 

However, to tell my father the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth 

would have jeopardized the entire “game plan”. 

 
In addition to of course G-d/God keeping his spirits high that kept his proud head 

so very high, knowing that there was absolutely nothing he could to change the 

course of history apart from blowing his head off, was the constant physical 

presence of the Salot family, devout Indian Muslims who like most “non-white” 

business people didn’t need to read newspaper articles explaining what had 
happened, and the need for them all to go so very quiet, all knowing that my father 

wasn’t exactly married to an imbecile who would know when the time was right to 

have me place, just once, in the South African Sunday Times, some 2 decades 

later, in 1989, not long after my first trip to the mainland of China in the spring of 

1989, this most carefully worded advertisement. 
 

A Name From Here, You Can Trust Over There  

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-ussliberty.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/diane-consider.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20GPURKISS-DOGEATDOG.pdf


 
Right this very moment, the time on my computer clock says, 4:29 PM PST, all eyes 
including Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the most senior members of the 

Mossad and of course the very deep underground Jewish Underground, who 

following the Susannah Operation debacle of the summer of 1954, have helped 

keep the highly compartmentalized Israeli foreign intelligence institute “honest”, 

are glued to my now easy to understand explanation of the extraordinarily high cost 
of transporting oil not just from the Middle East, that the oil company executives 

don’t talk about because they are not paying for the United States military bases on 

130 of the 190 countries that lets the remaining 60 or so countries know not to 

mess with Uncle Sam. 

 
Back to Mr. Bellows’ most accurate and highly revealing email. 

 
From: Ron Bellows – AIG-Risk Management Specialist 

Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2004 3:00 PM 

To: gsg@sellnext.com 

Subject:  

  

indeed i am impressed - you took a very little and made into a very well said statement about the 

true nature - well done - glad I could help - rock on  

mailto:gsg@sellnext.com
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/oag-impress.htm


 

Below is a photo of my friend Ron “smelling the roses” atop the bluffs of Del Mar. 

 

  

More than 7 odd years had gone by since Mr. Bellows and I first met in the first 

week of 1997 after I had spent several days visiting with Mr. Fred Deluca, founder 

of the heavily corrupt Subway Franchising operation, at the home of DeLuca’s one 
friend which he had repossessed, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 

 

You already know the connecting dots between Mr. Deluca, Mr. Rezco and Senator 

Obama and if not just continue with your Google searches where you find many of 

my most detailed and highly personal communications which of course make 
perfect sense to anyone with just the most basic common sense. 

 

I carefully took my time not to drop the name “Fred DeLuca” when Mr. Bellows and 

I first met after he had been instructed by Mr. Bill Frye, AIG’s head of Acquisitions 

and Mergers to come “kick the tires” of a medical device corporation where I was 
the Chief Executive Officer that eventually got public international attention, 

following a 20 minute or so phone call I had on or around December 11th, 1996 

 with Maurice “Hank” Greenberg, AIG’s CEO and Chairman of the Board of this 

world’s largest financial institution that includes an intelligence network that makes 

the CIA look rather silly and why Mr. Greenberg once turned down the offer of 

being “demoted” to become the head of the United States of America’s Central 
Intelligence Agency; not to mention Mr. Greenberg and I had never communicated 

prior, which also didn’t prevent Mr. Greenberg after just a couple of minutes of 

listening very carefully to what I had to say which didn’t include dropping anyone’s 

name apart from my own, from bringing Mr. Tizzio, the President of AIG on to the 

line, and although Mr. Tizzio did most of the speaking, he knew as did I, that for 
Mr. Greenberg to be so very quick to talk to a total stranger, let alone allow Mr. 

Tizzio know from the start how little he knew about me but enough to know to take 

me very seriously, causing Mr. Tizzio to understand perfectly clearly that he should 

not waste his but more so my time in “small talk” and equally important not to “test 

my patience” and have Mr. Frye jump on this once in a lifetime opportunity. 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/gpurkiss-rezco.pdf


It is only in very recent times that Mr. Bellows has become aware of the measures I 

had to take in order to protect myself and those I cared about when DeLuca and I 

first met, again just several days before I became Mr. DeLuca’s “guest of honor” on 
his motor launch on New Year’s Day, January 1st, 1997 when Mr. DeLuca made a 

point while serving Subway sandwiches, pressed turkey and the such to have his 

best looking female friends cozy up to me as we all breezed up and down Florida’s 

intercoastal making it a little difficult but not impossible for Israeli friends of mine 

to keep very careful track of Mr. Deluca’s many goons who were on board but had 
never just like the US military gone up against a first rate military such as the 

Israel Defense Force who would instantly “stand down” to China given how well 

China’s Special Forces have been trained by the very best of the best of Israel’s 

Commanding Officers and trust me when I say, “I would know”. 

 

Mr. Bellows is when working, a no nonsense business person who can analyze 
pretty much any business quicker than anyone else I know who makes a living off 

Wall Street which does not mean he is as close to being as competent as me in 

being able to access “risk” given how much of a “competitive advantage” I have 

over even someone as well-schooled and experienced as Mr. Bellows who 

understands the numbers side of this war in Iraq and Afghanistan most likely better 
than Mr. Tizzio, Mr. Frye and Hank Greenberg all combined. 

 

The United States Congress while putting on quite the Hollywood show when taking 

on oil company executives know better than to discuss whether such corporations 

are paying their “fair share” for making certain that the oil taken out of the ground 
in say Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait and then placed in a movable oil field such as 

an oil supertanker does not get hit by one of those thousands of the most 

unsophisticated missiles that shut down Haifa during the 6 week Hezbollah summer 

war where the totally non-Jewish Israeli Druze Special Forces performed 

“admirably”, taking not a single casualty. 

 
The United States Congress has also yet to call for hearings in to the role played by 

Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters who overwhelming make their living 

from The Diamond Invention while again overwhelmingly supporting Israel’s 

enemies; facts of life, thanks to crooks like yourself, not known to the average Joe 

Blow “let me have my truck, my RV, my off-road motor vehicles to drive like crazy 
on weekends when not getting drunk so that I multiple excuses to avoid screwing 

my fatso wife, girlfriend blah, blah” [sic], and of course their partners feel the same 

way otherwise they wouldn’t eat themselves to a premature death. 

 

There is a reason why divorce is rampant in all western societies apart from at the 
very top of the DAAC socio economic ladder where affairs are simply “financially 

tolerated”. 

 

Feel free to contact whoever you think is appropriate to “confirm” that ingenious 

Israeli Military Intelligence report’s authenticity as well as “materiality” including 
Mr. Tucker and Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk of Finkelstein and Krinsk who also “gets it”. 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/probinson-areugettingit.pdf 
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BTW, it is my humble but seasoned opinion you have a fiduciary responsibility to 

report all material news items even if it directly impacts your ongoing ability to 
make a living while feeding the clueless public with all sorts of distractions to 

prevent them from questioning who exactly apart from De Beers who after co-

opting-corrupting elected and non-elected government officials then use what 

“REMAINS” of their unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never 

inventoried diamond currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil, to 
corrupt their opposition. 

 

Folks like yourselves every so often are also called upon to write not necessarily the 

most flattering news articles about these folks who of course keep very detailed 

records of each and every elected and non-elected government official, newspaper 

reporter and the such who has received their “blackened handed” “means of 
exchange” which includes the likes of “call girls” as well as cash-latkes and 

diamonds of course, making the United States Secret Service job of protecting the 

currency one hell of a poor joke, especially if you are a hard worker being paid in 

worthless-fictitious and so very blood stained De Beers-Dollars. 

 
And when it is simply cash in an envelope, such monies are referred to on 47th 

Street as “Latkes” and I would know since again I was given the choice of “latkes” 

the very first day I began working for Codiam Inc. officially in 1980, right after 

Codiam-DeBeers began to crash the gold market starting January 21st 1980 two 

days prior to virulent anti-Semite President Jimmy Carter’s last State of the Union 
Address.  

 

Ps – you now also understand perfectly well that the story you folks helped spin, 

that Marc Rich received his Presidential Pardon at the 11th hour of Bill “De Beers-

Rhodes Scholar-lawyer” Clinton’s presidency was because this traitor of both the US 

and Israel contributed significantly to the Bill Clinton Presidential library, was not 
only false and grossly misleading, but part of a very significant “cover up” to 

prevent word reaching the general public about gold shipments orchestrated by the 

likes of Rich to our tyrants in places like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar who were 

increasingly more nervous about their unruly masses questioning why these stooge 

governments of the United States, held ransom now for a more than a century by 
the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, weren’t disbursing their hoards of worthless-fictitious 

DeBeers-Dollars to their masses so as to improve their lives and in the next instant 

cause a run on the worthless-fictitious De Beers-Dollar, and at the same time less 

threatened by US Marines having guns pointed at our tyrants heads threatening to 

kill them each, one by one if they were to dare bring democracy and free market 
forces to places like the Middle East, Nigeria and Venezuela still sitting atop rich 

mineral resources becoming increasingly more valuable as the world population 

thanks to the Roman Catholic Church very much in cahoots with the DAAC and Co. 

continues to explode. 

 
Just because most US Americans have forgotten the Golden Rule, “Who has the 

gold makes the rules” does not prevent the rest of the world seeing gold as the best 

hedge unless of course the world ends up going to war which looks increasingly 



unlikely given how very difficult it is for US Army recruiters like Sargent Amanda 

Lopez to fill the ranks of our so very unfair economic draft; bearing in mind that 

with each passing moment, the lowest grunt to our next Commander In Chief is 
fully away of the losses the US military is taking against the most 3rd rate military 

and the first rate military have just as powerful nuclear weapons and China for one 

has already said they would not hesitate to use theirs even in a preemptive strike 

against the United States were the United States to choose Taiwan as the next 

battleground. 
 

No one well informed really wants to go war especially when one sits quietly in the 

comfort and serenity of one’s home even if it is only a corrugated shack and 

realizes all they need do is go to our “$ hit list” [sic] to see who exactly benefits 

from them risking life and limb. 

 
And you would know enough about the law that the law doesn’t distinguish between 

gross negligence and fraud, and we are of course not talking about negligence 

when we are talking about Diamond Currency that every person with a brain in the 

space between their ears knows is both produced and laundered on each and every 

street in the world where there is a diamond store of any sorts and why so few if 
any ever “go out of business” even when they do so very little business to begin 

with, and of course the Feds leave them alone as do city councils whose 

membership are not stupid simply corrupt. 

 

Time to clean house as we now also go about “simplifying” www.just3ants.com 
 

Thank you again for increasing the circle of those dependent upon my insight and 

analysis of the important events of the day. 

 

Time for my early evening walk, my left baby finger that got ripped nearly two 

weeks ago on a barbed wire fence looks like it is finally on the mend. 
 

BTW, can you believe that the Harvest Ranch at the Del Mar Plaza is now charging 

US$6.49 for their multi-grain bread which my F-C wife didn’t really care for all that 

much as not only has the quality continued to drop but the seeds mostly on the 

outside have this most annoying habit of ending up on the kitchen floor. 
 

Do you find it interesting that any mother especially one as worldly and secretive as 

my mother would write the following  
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on the Polaroid taken of me, her youngest son, not yet 11 years of age who she 
first allowed to hold an Israeli made, Special Forces weapon Uzi submachine gun 

when just 9, and not in the least bit bothered that I would point it at my middle 

brother who instinctively put up his hands? 

 
Does it become more meaningful when you read in my highly shrewd mother’s 

autobiography titled, Life of Zena, that  
 

“She was devastated when sisters had to attend different classes of her 

teachings because some could pass for “Whites” whilst others were labeled 

“Colored”. This was all during her early years as a mother and when her 

children were born (all four before she was 29) she made up her mind that 
they must be trained to live outside of the country and sadly the land of their 

birth.”? 

 

Possibly more meaningful when you know that my very English Royal Mater-Mother 

never cared in the least for South Africa, let alone the politics of the South African 
Apartheid Regime that came to power soon after she and her immediate family 

arrived in South Africa in 1947, my most highly secretive maternal grandfather, Al 
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Ash, hot on the trail of those who had handsomely profiteered from the Jewish 

Holocaust of World Oil War II, that was mostly a distraction for the ruling elite to 

continue using the military might of the warring factions to grab more of the world’s 
precious and limited natural resources beginning with water to control but mostly to 

grab the non-reproducible gold versus diamonds which began being manufactured 

in General Electric machines in the mid-1950s and price fixed by GE and their 

partners De Beers at always more than it cost to produce without the 3 Branches of 

the US Government even saying “Boo!” 
 

Certainly when you go on to read, the 3rd to last paragraph ending,  

 

“From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times a year 

writing reports for different publications. Her paternal grandmother had been 

an early resident of Tel Aviv only returning to England when Zena was born. 
The Gevissers (she married Bernie Gevisser when she was 19 after only a 

few months in Durban) owned land in Haifa harbour and Zichron Yscov and 

she rapidly felt at home in Israel.” 

 

Then you see the photo below taken of my mother Zena standing next to her father 
Al Ash from the House of Badash in Lorenzo Marques/Maputo, Mozambique, taken 

in the “earliest days of 1949”. 

 
Below is a photo of where they stayed. 
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The writing on the back clearly showing they started this “vacation” in 1948. 

 
 

Just like the virulent anti-Semite, anti-free market American Charles Engelhard who 
began journeying to South Africa in the late 1940s, my “Wandering Jew” maternal 

family who arrived in 1947 



 
 
weren’t exactly stupid!  
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2008 8:36 AM 
To: 'Brooks, Rick' 
Subject: RE: Out of Office AutoReply:  
 
First, are you aware of the following Israeli Military Intelligence report which 
I will provide "confirmation" to you shortwith: 
 
"Immediately following the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing China, Al Qaeda will 
launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar 
which will immediately paralyze the United States' economy." 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Brooks, Rick [mailto:Rick.Brooks@wsj.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2008 8:33 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: RE: Out of Office AutoReply:  
 
 

mailto:[mailto:Rick.Brooks@wsj.com]


    Nope. Please try again: 
    Rick.brooks@wsj.com 
     
     
     
     
    -----Original Message----- 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Friday, May 23, 2008 11:31 AM 
To: Brooks, Rick 
Subject: FW: Out of Office AutoReply:  
     
    Mr. Brooks did you get a copy of the email I sent David? 
     
    -----Original Message----- 
    From: Enrich, David [mailto:David.Enrich@wsj.com]  
    Sent: Friday, May 23, 2008 12:12 AM 
    To: Gary S. Gevisser 
    Subject: Out of Office AutoReply:  
     
    I am out of the office until Tuesday, May 6. If it's urgent, try my 
cell 
    (917-376-0838) or contact Rick Brooks at rick.brooks@wsj.com. 
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